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Abstract: A new class of transient transport near the critical gradient (CG) referred to as GAM growing
intermittency due to the collision-less GAM damping has been found based on Landau-fluid simulation[Miki, et
al., Phys. Rev. Letts. 99, 145003 (2007)]. Here, we present a new predator-prey model to understand the essential
features of the growing intermittency. We have also extended the simulation model by taking into account the
collisional zonal flow (ZF) damping. Due to the mixture of two kinds of damping mechanisms, i.e. the GAM
damping and collisional damping, the growing intermittency is found to recursively appear accompanied with
complex envelope modulation to ZFs over collisional (or transport) time scale. Furthermore, we have
investigated the effect of zonal pressure (ZP) near the CG, which also works as a dissipation mechanism. The
multiple dissipation mechanisms are found to synergetically couple each other and lead plasmas to complex
dynamical transport over long time scale.
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Introduction

Transport near the critical gradient (CG) where the multiple states dominated by different
physical processes coexist is especially important since the plasma has to inevitably cross
such a region in reaching high pressure states. Nonlinearly generated large scale structures
such as zonal flows (ZFs) and geodesic acoustic modes(GAMs) play an important role in
regulating the transport near the CG[1]. Nonlinear up-shift of the CG, namely, the Dimits
shift[2], is a typical example. An intermittent dynamics has been observed near the critical
gradient due to collisional damping of ZFs in ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven
turbulence[3]. Recently, the GAM, which is an oscillatory counterpart of the ZF in toroidal
plasmas coupled with pressure perturbation of (m,n)=(1,0), has been extensively studied,
since it significantly changes the characteristics of ZFs and then the transport[4-9], where m
and n denote poloidal and toroidal wave number, respectively. We have studied the effect of
GAMs on the CG phenomena based on the global toroidal Landau-fluid simulations [9] by
choosing the temperature gradient, i.e. R/LTi, slightly above the linear instability threshold
[10]. A prominent intermittent state associated with GAMs near the CG region has been found
as shown in Fig.1(a). This new intermittency is referred to as GAM growing intermittency,
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which is qualitatively different from those originated from the collisional damping [3]. In this
work, we propose a four-field model to understand the complex GAM dynamics and analyze
the characteristics of the GAM growing intermittency in the CG regime. Furthermore, we
extend the simulation by including not only the GAM damping, but also the collisional ZF
damping and small scale pressure modulation, i.e. so called ZP effect, to investigate the
turbulent transport in collisional time scale regulated by multiple dissipation mechanisms.
2

An extended predator-prey model for GAM growing intermittency

2.1 Minimal four-field predator-prey model
Here, we present a theoretical model to analyze the underlying physical processes in the
GAM growing intermittency. In the framework of the fluid model [9], keeping the total
energy conservation in mind, we can derive an equation system of GAM dynamics with
respect to the ZF υE , the GAM p sin θ ≡ p10 and anisotropic ion sound velocity
υ|| cos θ ≡ υ10 . By using following normalization and definition of the variables

(

)

Teq ; υ E ; p sin θ

Teq peq ; υ|| cos θ , we can obtain
)
∂ tU = − β G + N[φ ,φ ] ,
)
∂ t G = β ′U − γ LD G + β 2V + N[φ , p ] ,
)
∂ tV = − β 2′G + N[φ , v|| ] ,

(t ;U ; G;V ) → t

(1)
(2)
(3)
where N ≡ Eturb. , U ≡ υ E , G ≡ 3 4 p sin θ , V ≡ 2 υ|| cosθ . β = 2ε , β ′ = ε (Γ + τ ) ,
β 2 = ((Γ + τ ) ε q , β 2′ = ε q with ε = a R , and the Landau damping rate is given by
)
~
~ , )
γ LD = Teq 8 / π ε q . The nonlinear terms are given by N[φ ,φ ] = − υ~E Ω
N[φ , p ] = − [φ , ~
p ] sin θ / peq ,
)
~ ~
and N[φ ,υ ] = − [φ ,υ|| ] cos θ . Teq=1 is assumed for simplicity. Starting from Eqs.(1)-(3), the
GAM oscillation can be analyzed by neglecting the nonlinear terms, i.e.,
r

||

∂ t2G + γ LD ∂ t G + ωG2 = 0 ,
(4)
2
2
with ωG = ωGAM
+ ωsound
= ββ ′ + β 2 β 2′ . Note that the nonlinear terms work as the sources to
trigger the GAM dynamics. Instead of these nonlinear terms, here we simply assume the
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Fig.1 Time evolution of turbulence (Eturb.), ZF (EZF), and GAM(EGAM) energy for (a) nonlinear
simulation in the case of R/LT=4.05 and q0=2.1 [Ref.10] and (b) corresponding four- field model,
Eqs.(8)-(11), in the case of γL=0.05.
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source effect as initial value problem (U 0 , G0 ,V0 )t =0 . Then Eq.(4) is solved as follows;
U = AU exp(−γ LDt / 2) sin(ωr t + δ1 ) + CU
,
(5)
G = AG exp(−γ LDt / 2) sin(ωr t + δ 2 )
,
(6)
V = AV exp(−γ LDt / 2) sin(ωr t + δ1 ) + CV ,
(7)
2
2
where ωr = ωG − (γ LD / 2 ) , and (AU, AG, AV ) and (CU, CV) are constants determined by the
initial conditions. Here, CU and CV are expressed CU = (U 0 − 2qV0 ) /(1 + 2q 2 ) and
CV = − qCU . δ1 and δ 2 are the phase factors also determined by initial conditions and
Δδ ≡ δ1 − δ 2 ≈ π / 2 is estimated. As seen in equations (5)-(7), each variable exhibits the
damping oscillation ascribed from the GAM oscillation and decay due to the Landau damping.
It is noticed that the undamped residual part can be survived in U and V as a stationary ZF and
ion parallel velocity after the complete damping of G, which balances in accordance with
β ′CU + β 2CV = 0 . Hence, it is expected that the residual part of the ZFs accumulates during
the repetition of the burst and gradually increase as seen in Fig.1(a).
To understand the physical processes in intermittent dynamics in a self-consistent manner,
we construct a four-field equation system as a predator-prey model based on Eqs.(1)-(3) with
~
the turbulence evolution. By defining the turbulent energy as N = ∑ | φ( m,n ) |2 , we have :
∂ t N = γ L N − γ NL N 2 − α1U 2 N − α 2G 2 N − α 3V 2 N ,
(8)
∂ tU = 12 α1UN − ωGAM G − 12 γ dampU ,
(9)
1
∂ t G = 2 α 2GN + ωGAM U + ωsoundV − γ LD G ,
(10)
∂ tV = 12 α 3VN − ωsound G ,
(11)
where γL and γNL are the linear growth rate and the nonlinear damping rate, respectively. γdamp
is the collisional damping rate of the ZFs. Note here that contrary to the conventional
predator-prey model[1,11] where the ZFs are expressed in the unit of energy, e.g. U2, Eqs.
(9)-(11) are described not in terms of U2, G2, and V2, but in terms of U, G and V, in order to
represent the oscillatory characteristics of the GAM and ion parallel sound wave. (α1 , α 2 , α 3 )
represent the strength of nonlinear coupling including the cross-coupling [12] among the ZFs,
GAMs and sound waves as well as the directions of energy flow from turbulence N to the ZF
U, the GAMs G, and the sound wave V, respectively. In this minimal model, it is assumed that
the nonlinear cross-coupling, i.e., the off-diagonal terms in equations (9)-(11) have been
effectively absorbed in the diagonal terms for simplicity. The collision effect on the ZFs is
neglected here to manifest the effect of GAM damping. Note that this model satisfies the total
energy conservation in the absence of linear driving source and damping terms.
2.2

Numerical analysis of four-field equation system

In analyzing the predator-prey model, we employ the parameters as the following,
γL=0.05, γNL=0.003, γdamp=0, and q=2.1, which roughly follow those used in the simulation of
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Fig.1(a). Note that different GAM features depend on the relative magnitude between α1 ,
α 2 and α 3 , which characterizes the nonlinear energy flow from N to (U, G, V), the
following three cases are analyzed.

Case 1 ( α1 < α 2 ): Here, we choose α1 = 0.05 , α 2 = 0.5 and α 3 = 10 −4 , respectively.
This case physically corresponds to that the Reynolds stress is less dominant than the
nonlinear coupling term between turbulence and the GAMs. The time evolution of (N, U, G)
as shown in Fig.1(b) can well reproduce the basic features of the GAM intermittency such as
the quasi-period bursts, gradual increase of the ZFs and turbulence quenching observed in
Fig.1(a). The accumulation of undamped residue of the ZFs is confirmed. Fig.2 shows the
details for the specific time interval of a burst in Fig.1(b). As turbulence energy N reaches a
critical value that satisfies the relation γ L − γ NL N ≅ Eα (≡ α1 EU + α 2 EG + α 3 EV ) , the abrupt
growth of EU, EG, and EV and successive damping accompanied with typical GAM oscillation
are observed as seen in Fig. 2(b). The turbulence also suffers damping once the relation
γ L − γ NL N < Eα is satisfied at t ≅ 1190 as seen in Fig.2(a). Followed by the turbulence, the
GAM damping starts after the relation γ LD > α 2 N / 2 is satisfied as seen in Fig.2(c). The
characteristics of the abrupt growth of G are investigated by solving Eq.(10) under the
condition β ′U + β 2V = 0 . Here it is assumed that U and V are almost balanced, and
N = N 0 exp(γ L t ) is satisfied where N0 is a reference amplitude when ∂ t G = 0 , i.e.
γ LD = α 2 N 0 / 2 is fulfilled. The solution is approximately given by
G = G0 exp (γ LD γ L )eγ L t − γ LD t ≅ G0 exp(γ Lγ LD t 2 / 2) ,
(12)
showing faster growth than the linear instability. The time scale of the abrupt growth is
evaluated as τ b ~ 2 / γ Lγ LD . In the present parameters, τ b ~ 17.5 is measured, which is
consistent with that observed in Fig.2. It is noted that the typical damping rate of N is
characterized by Eα after the condition γ N − γ NL N < Eα is satisfied. The damping of N is
ceased when Eα crosses again γ L − γ NL N as seen in Fig.2(b) at t~1212, and then N once
more starts to grow linearly. During the phase of Landau damping, EG is quenched while a
certain equilibrium levels of EU and EV are sustained, which are described as CU and CV,
respectively. This process leads to the accumulation of the ZFs as shown in Fig.1(a).

[

]

Fig. 2 (a) Time evolution
of N, EU, and EG for the
case of the extended
minimum model for the
time interval of one burst
(1100<t <1250).
(b): Temporal evolution of
(γL-γNLN) and Ea.
(c): Temporal evolution of
α2N/2 and γLD.

Fig. 3 Time evolution of N,
EU and EG in case of α1 is
dominant (case 2).
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Case 2 ( α1 > α 2 ): Contrary to the case 1, here we choose α1 = 0.5 , α 2 = 0.05 , and
α 3 = 10 −4 , respectively. The result is shown in Fig.3. In this case, the Reynolds stress is
dominant compared with the nonlinear coupling between turbulence and the GAMs. As seen
in Fig.3, after the single burst of the turbulence occurs, the residual ZF immediately quenches
both turbulence and the GAMs and causes the decoupling of the ZFs and the GAMs. This
may correspond to the single burst nature observed in the fluid simulation [10], in which the
turbulence is completely suppressed by the ZFs. As we see in cases 1 and 2, when α 2 > α1 is
satisfied, multiple bursts are exhibited successively, whereas the dynamics is dominated by
the single burst when α1 > α 2 . The change of the dynamics between case 1 and case 2 takes
place at α1 ≈ α 2 . This suggests that a certain amount of energy flow directly from turbulence
to p10 pressure perturbation may be necessary to have the growing intermittency as seen in
Fig.1(b). The physical mechanism for what the relative relation between α1 and α 2
provides different dynamical features may be understood as follows. The turbulence
saturation takes place when the suppression term − Eα ≅ −(α1 EU + α 2 EG + α 3 EV )
overwhelms the linear driving term γ L in equation (8) in both case 1 and case 2. Namely,
both α1 and α 2 (and/or α1EU and α 2 EG ) decide the saturation level of turbulence N as a
whole. On the other hand, the contribution of the GAMs to Eα , i.e. the term α 2 EG ,
inevitably suffer the collisionless damping even after the saturation. Due to this reason, the
turbulence grows again after the quench in Case 1( α1 < α 2 ) leading to a multiple-burst since
α 2 EG is damped. On the other hand, in Case 2 (α1 > α 2 ) , turbulence is suppressed mainly by
the undamped ZFs, i.e. α1EU , which does not suffer damping. Namely, in Case 2, once the
quench of turbulence takes place, next burst does not happen. This feature is consistent with
the analysis based on Eqs.(5)-(7) that the residual components CU and CV do not depend on
the initial condition G0 which is equivalent to the energy inflow from turbulence to p10
pressure perturbation through nonlinear coupling. This supports the observation that α 2 does
not contribute the accumulation of undamped residues. Thus, it is found that the relative
relation between α1 and α 2 determine “the quality of saturation” and subsequent
dynamics.

Fig. 4 (a) Time evolution of N, EU and EG during the time 0<t<3000 in case 3, (b) Time evolution of
N, U, G, and V during the time 2700<t<2800.
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Case 3: This case corresponds to the Case 1 for α1 and α 2 , but a negative value
α 3 = −0.05 is chosen. In this case, the turbulence is not completely quenched, but approaches
to a steady state level gradually as shown in Fig.4(a). The other components such as U, G, and
V show an oscillatory feature which corresponds to GAM oscillation. It is found that the
phase shift between U and V is almost the same and that between U and G shows a difference
nearly by π 2 , which is consistent with the analytical result obtained in equations (8)-(10).
Enough energy backflow from ion parallel sound velocity to the turbulence can sustain the
steady state level against the suppression effect of the ZFs.
3 Simulations with multiple dissipations
Turbulent transport is closely related to the dynamics of the ZFs and GAMs, which
depend on the dissipation mechanisms. In the preceding section, we only discussed the
collisionless damping of the ZFs due to the GAM dynamics in the growing intermittency. In
principle, any dissipations for the ZFs, such as the static collision damping [3] or the dynamic
GAM dampling [10] or multi-scale turbulence interaction[13], may alter the transport
characteristics. Here we extend the simulation to involve the collisional damping of the ZFs
and also the effects of the ZP in the CG regime.
3.1

Mixed dissipations with collision and GAM damping

The collisional damping is important for ZF dynamics in real plasmas, which can also
cause turbulent transport intermittency [3]. Here we perform simulations including collisional
effect on the ZFs by changing the viscosity for ZFs while the ZFs are damped through the
GAM dynamics. Other parameters are the same as those in Fig.1(a). In the moderate viscosity
case D = 10 −3 as shown in Fig.5(a), after the first growing intermittency, the stationary ZF is
damped due to the collision and then the second intermittent cycle is triggered. The second
one exhibits a complex feature where the accumulation of un-damped stationary ZF competes
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with the collisional damping, leading to a long time scale envelope modulation to ZFs with
irregular period. For larger viscosity D = 10 −2 [Fig.5(b)], ZFs stay in a low level so that clear
growing intermittency does not appear. Instead, a new type of oscillation where the turbulence
directly couples with the anisotropic pressure perturbation can be seen in t ≤ 4000 . Similar
characteristics have been discussed in experiments [8]. As the viscosity increases, the ZFs
become weak due to the collision effect so that the ZF residual part becomes lower. The
saturation level of the GAMs increases with the collision effect. The turbulence energy
becomes higher due to the reduction of stationary ZFs. Note that the collisional damping
provides another time scale to GAM intermittency system. Interestingly, two different types
of intermittency due to both the GAM dynamics and the collisional damping appear
separately when the time scale of the latter is much different from that of GAM damping as
seen in Fig.5. Otherwise, the intermittent dynamics is almost diminished due to interference
and a steady state is found to be generated where turbulence, ZFs and the GAMs coexist.
3.2

Mixed dissipations with zonal pressure and GAM damping

Zonal pressure is a nonlinearly generated secondary fluctuation like the ZF. It can
modify the equilibrium pressure profile so that it may provide one kind of saturation
mechanisms of the turbulence. Meanwhile, the ZP couples with the GAM through the toroidal
coupling so that it may be involved in the GAM growing intermittency in the CG regime.
Here we perform another simulation ZPs but without collisional damping based on the
simulation in Fig.1(a). In the plasma dominated by the GAMs, the ZP is influenced by the
GAM oscillation through the toroidal coupling, so that it also reveals oscillatory nature as
shown by the radial dependence of temperature scale length in Fig.6(a). Once the pressure
profile locally crosses the CG due to the ZPs, probabilistically, the turbulence is reduced so
that the decoupling between ZFs and GAMs happens. As a result, the growing intermittency is
suddenly terminated as shown in Fig.6(b).
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Fig.6 (a) Radial dependence of R/LT for initial temperature profile and that for t=2300. (b) Time
evolution of Eturb, EZF, and EGAM with the ZP effect.
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Summary and conclusion

We have proposed a four-field minimum model to describe the growing intermittency of
turbulence associated with the GAM observed in our toroidal Landau-fluid simulations[10].
The different nature of turbulent transport can be understood by adjusting the coefficients of
nonlinear coupling terms. It is identified that the energy inflow due to the nonlinear coupling
between turbulence and ZFs or between turbulence and p10 pressure perturbation can excite
GAMs and simultaneously generate residual ZFs or not. Multiple/single-burst nature in the
GAM intermittency originates from qualitatively difference between the two nonlinear
coupling terms. Energy backflow due to the nonlinear coupling between turbulence and ion
sound parallel velocity cancels the effect of Reynolds stress. When the backflow always
overwhelms the inflow due to the Reynolds stress, steady state of turbulence appears. We
have also extended the simulations to involve different dissipations such as the collisional
damping and the ZP effects. Mixed dissipations can cause different transport behaviours with
different time scale. The multiple dissipation mechanisms are found to synergetically couple
each other and lead plasmas to complex dynamical transport over long time scale.
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